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Abstract 

Background The Genetic Links to Anxiety and Depression (GLAD) Study is a large cohort of individuals with lifetime 
anxiety and/or depression, designed to facilitate re-contact of participants for mental health research. At the start 
of the pandemic, participants from three cohorts, including the GLAD Study, were invited to join the COVID-19 
Psychiatry and Neurological Genetics (COPING) study to monitor mental and neurological health. However, previous 
research suggests that participation in longitudinal studies follows a systematic, rather than random, process, which 
can ultimately bias results. Therefore, this study assessed participation biases following the re-contact of GLAD Study 
participants.

Methods In April 2020, all current GLAD Study participants (N = 36,770) were invited to the COPING study. Using 
logistic regression, we investigated whether sociodemographic, mental, and physical health characteristics were 
associated with participation in the COPING baseline survey (aim one). Subsequently, we used a zero-inflated nega-
tive binomial regression to examine whether these factors were also related to participation in the COPING follow-up 
surveys (aim two).

Results For aim one, older age, female gender identity, non-binary or self-defined gender identities, having one 
or more physical health disorders, and providing a saliva kit for the GLAD Study were associated with an increased 
odds of completing the COPING baseline survey. In contrast, lower educational attainment, Asian or Asian British eth-
nic identity, Black or Black British ethnic identity, higher alcohol consumption at the GLAD sign-up survey, and current 
or ex-smoking were associated with a reduced odds. For aim two, older age, female gender, and saliva kit provision 
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were associated with greater COPING follow-up survey completion. Lower educational attainment, higher alcohol 
consumption at the GLAD Study sign-up, ex-smoking, and self-reported attention deficit hyperactivity disorder had 
negative relationships.

Conclusions Participation biases surrounding sociodemographic and physical health characteristics were particularly 
evident when re-contacting the GLAD Study volunteers. Factors associated with participation may vary depending 
on study design. Researchers should examine the barriers and mechanisms underlying participation bias in order 
to combat these issues and address recruitment biases in future studies.

Keywords Participation bias, Re-contact, GLAD Study, COPING study

Introduction
The Genetic Links to Anxiety and Depression (GLAD) 
Study is an online research project that recruits individu-
als who have experienced anxiety and/or depression, and 
enables the recontact and follow-up of enrolled partici-
pants [1]. Studies have already begun recruiting from this 
resource. This includes the COVID-19 Psychiatry and 
Neurological Genetics (COPING) study, a longitudinal 
study assessing mental health and well-being in response 
to and throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. In the 
COPING study, participants initially had the opportu-
nity to complete a baseline survey, and could then con-
sent to complete repeated follow-up surveys. However, 
whilst the full GLAD Study cohort was recontacted and 
invited to take part in COPING, just over a third of the 
participants completed the baseline questionnaire [2]. 
Since GLAD volunteers were given equal opportunity to 
take part in COPING, differences in participation could 
indicate self-selection bias in online surveys following 
re-contact.

Sociodemographic and health factors have repeatedly 
been linked with participation and attrition in longitu-
dinal studies. Concerning sociodemographic character-
istics, previous studies have found associations between 
increased participation in longitudinal research and 
older age [3–5], female sex [6, 7], self-identifying as 
White [3, 5, 8], being employed [4, 5, 9], being married 
[10, 11], and having higher levels of educational attain-
ment [5, 12–14]. In contrast, decreased participation in 
longitudinal studies has been linked with greater levels 
of smoking [10, 14, 15], and varying levels of alcohol 
consumption [6, 10, 16]. Overall, these findings suggest 
that participation in research can follow a systematic 
rather than random process.

Despite extensive research linking sociodemographic 
characteristics to participation, there has been little 
theoretical work to explain the overall patterns of find-
ings in the literature. Some researchers suggest that 
sociodemographic factors generally indicating greater 
social disadvantage are associated with reduced partici-
pation [15, 17, 18]. This is supported by several studies 
that have found lower levels of participation among those 

with lower educational attainment [3, 19], those identify-
ing as belonging to an ethnic minority group [3, 8], and 
those who are unemployed [4]. This reduced participa-
tion may be indicative of barriers that hinder socially dis-
advantaged persons from volunteering in research, such 
as having less time to complete research tasks, being less 
able to sacrifice time for participation without financial 
compensation, and researchers predominantly recruiting 
participants from university settings. Further research is 
necessary to better understand the underlying mecha-
nisms that contribute to the over- or under-represen-
tation of certain sociodemographic groups in mental 
health research. In particular, studies with large samples 
will enable multivariate analyses to ascertain which soci-
odemographic characteristics are independently associ-
ated with participation.

Beyond sociodemographic factors, mental and physical 
health characteristics have also been associated with par-
ticipation bias. For instance, increases in the severity of 
anxiety and depressive symptoms, experiencing mental 
health disorders, and experiencing mental health comor-
bidities have been associated with reduced participation 
[3, 7, 11, 12, 14, 15, 19, 20]. This is illustrated by Knudsen 
et  al.’s [20] study, which, by accessing non-participants’ 
national registry information, found that persons who 
had been awarded a disability pension for mental health 
disorders had a threefold greater risk of nonparticipation 
compared to persons without a disability pension. The 
findings around mental health and participation parallel 
previous results surrounding physical health, where par-
ticipants with more severe symptoms of poor health have 
demonstrated greater attrition [6, 8, 10, 16, 20–22]. Col-
lectively, this would suggest that poorer psychiatric and/
or physical health is associated with lower participation 
in research.

Nevertheless, other studies have failed to identify 
this link between poorer mental and physical health 
with reduced participation. Several mental health 
disorders and psychiatric symptoms have shown few 
or no associations with participation [4, 23, 24], or 
associations that have diminished over time [6]. Fur-
thermore, another study found that having a chronic 
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physical health disorder did not influence participa-
tion in a 3-year follow-up for a mental health study [4]. 
Several reasons could explain these conflicting results, 
such as different ways of assessing health characteris-
tics and whether these previous studies were primarily 
recruiting participants to investigate physical or men-
tal health. Further research simultaneously control-
ling for mental and physical health factors will help 
to clarify which characteristics are related to partici-
pation, and the underlying mechanisms driving their 
associations.

The primary aim of this study was to investigate 
whether the sociodemographic, mental health, and 
physical health characteristics of the GLAD Study 
cohort were associated with participation in the 
COPING baseline survey. This study then examined 
whether these factors were correlated with the over-
all number of longitudinal follow-up surveys that the 
GLAD Study participants completed for the COPING 
study. Hypotheses were stated in the pre-registration 
of this project, which can be found on the Open Sci-
ence Framework: https:// osf. io/ gkxau. Given the large 
sample size of the GLAD Study cohort, these potential 
characteristics related to participation were investi-
gated simultaneously to examine which factors were 
independently associated with participation. This 
investigation will help future researchers to under-
stand potential participation patterns that could bias 
their sample and results when re-contacting partici-
pants from large mental health cohorts for recruit-
ment. Such participation biases could then be more 
actively considered in research study design and analy-
sis planning. Moreover, the findings will also expand 
on past research by including several factors that have 
rarely been investigated in relation to participation, 
such as non-binary or self-defined gender identities 
and the provision of genetic data.

Methods
Participants
The GLAD Study was launched in September 2018 
to recruit a large, re-contactable sample of individu-
als with anxiety and/or depression to facilitate mental 
health research. The study was still ongoing at the time 
of publication. Participants have been recruited through 
a social media campaign and NHS organisations offer-
ing to support the study [1]. Volunteers have registered, 
consented, and completed an online questionnaire on the 
GLAD Study website (https:// glads tudy. org. uk). Those 
who were eligible through screening were then sent a 
saliva kit through the post for DNA analysis. Eligibility 
criteria included being aged 16 or over, currently living 
in the UK, and either self-reporting a lifetime diagnosis 
of an anxiety or depressive disorder or meeting the Diag-
nostic and Statistical Manual-5 (DSM-5) criteria for one 
of these disorders. Ethical approval for the GLAD Study 
was obtained from the Research Ethics Committee on 
21st August 2018 (REC reference: 18/LO/1218) follow-
ing a full review by the committee. Davies et  al. (2019) 
[1] provides a full description of the recruitment and data 
collection procedures for the GLAD Study. The COPING 
study was submitted separately for ethical review and 
approval was granted by the Research Ethics Committee 
(REC reference: 20/SW/0078).

The timeline for the COPING study is illustrated in 
Fig. 1 below. In April 2020, all GLAD Study participants 
that had completed the sign-up questionnaire at that 
time (N = 36,770) were emailed an invitation to take part 
in the COPING study. This resulted in 12,718 of the par-
ticipants completing the baseline survey [2]. As part of 
the consenting process, participants were also provided 
with the opportunity to consent to further follow-up 
surveys, with the first survey sent on the 19th May 2020. 
The frequency of follow-ups changed from fortnightly to 
monthly at the sixth follow-up survey (28th July 2020), 

Fig. 1 The COPING study timeline for re-contact and follow-ups of the GLAD Study cohort

https://osf.io/gkxau
https://gladstudy.org.uk
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and to a three-monthly schedule at the 19th follow-up 
survey (27th July 2021). The present study utilises data 
from the COPING baseline survey and 14 out of 21 fol-
low-up surveys.

It is worth noting that the COPING study also 
recruited volunteers by re-contacting participants from 
the National Institute for Health and Care Research 
(NIHR) BioResource (NBR) and Eating Disorders Genet-
ics Initiative UK (EDGI UK) cohorts. Nevertheless, this 
study solely focused on the GLAD Study cohort because 
the investigators did not have access to baseline data 
from the NBR. Additionally, the COPING EDGI UK 
cohort was small and was therefore omitted to simplify 
the analyses to a single participant cohort.

Measures
Data on sociodemographic, mental health, and physi-
cal health factors were assessed during the GLAD Study 
sign-up questionnaire and are described below. Genetic 
samples were returned by 24,133 of the participants. 
Additional information about variable recoding can be 
found in Additional file 1.

Explanatory variables
The sociodemographic variables included age (continu-
ous; measured in years), gender (categorical; recoded to 
3 levels), ethnicity (categorical; 6 levels), highest educa-
tional attainment (categorical; 6 levels), employment 
(categorical; 7 levels), partnership status (categorical; 
recoded to 3 levels), and smoking (categorical; 3 levels).

The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) 
is a 10-item scale which was used to assess hazardous 
and harmful alcohol consumption [25]. Each item in the 
scale has a range of 0–4, which are summed to create a 
total score between 0–40. Higher scores indicate more 
hazardous and harmful alcohol use.

The 9-item Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9) is 
a self-report measure of current depressive symptoms 
[26]. Each item is a diagnostic symptom of major depres-
sive disorder (MDD) and is rated on a 0 (not at all) to 3 
(nearly every day) scale, producing a range of scores from 
0 to 27. The overall PHQ-9 has a test–retest reliability of 
0.84 and, using a cut-off score of ≥ 10, has a sensitivity of 
88% and specificity of 88% for MDD [26].

The 7-item Generalised Anxiety Disorder Assessment 
(GAD-7) is a self-report measure for current anxiety 
symptoms [27]. Each item is rated on a 0 (not at all) to 3 
(nearly every day) scale, producing a range of scores from 
0 to 21. The GAD-7 has a test–retest reliability of 0.83 
and, using a GAD-7 cut-off score of ≥ 10, has a sensitivity 
of 89% and a specificity of 82% for GAD [27].

Mental health diagnoses were captured via a sin-
gle-item self-report question assessing whether the 

participant had been diagnosed with a focal mental 
health disorder by a clinician during their lifetime. The 
participants’ responses were combined to create the fol-
lowing diagnostic categories: i) depression and anxiety, 
ii) depression only, iii) anxiety only, iv) no depression 
or anxiety, v) eating disorders, vi) obsessive compulsive 
disorders, vii) psychotic and bipolar disorders, viii) psy-
chotic disorder only, ix) bipolar disorder only, x) post-
traumatic stress disorder, xi) autism spectrum disorders, 
xii) attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and xiii) per-
sonality disorder. More details about how each of the 
individual diagnoses were categorised can be found in 
Additional file 1. A count of the participants’ total mental 
health disorder diagnoses was also calculated from these 
self-reported diagnoses.

Participants self-reported physical health conditions 
by responding yes or no to prior diagnoses of: asthma, 
emphysema or chronic bronchitis, heart attack or angina, 
cancer (breast, lung, stomach, colon, uterus, prostate), 
epilepsy or convulsions, diabetes type I and II, high blood 
pressure, high blood cholesterol, stroke, and migraines. 
Responses were then used to derive a categorical physi-
cal health comorbidity variable representing participants 
with zero, one, or two or more of the above conditions.

In the GLAD Study, once the participants complete the 
online sign-up questionnaire, they are sent a saliva kit 
to sample their genetic data, to be returned by post. A 
binary variable was created to reflect whether the partici-
pant had returned their saliva kit or not.

Outcome variables
Participation in the COPING baseline survey was rep-
resented by a derived binary variable that categorised 
participants as having completed the survey or not. By 
contrast, participation in the follow-up surveys was 
assessed by deriving a count variable reflecting how many 
surveys each participant had completed (0–14). For both 
outcome variables, a completed survey was defined as 
reaching the end of the survey regardless of the amount 
of missing data throughout the response.

Statistical analyses
All the analyses were conducted with R, version 4.1.2 
2021–11-01 [28]. Correlations between all the explora-
tory and outcome variables were conducted to assess for 
multicollinearity using the Stats package, version 4.1.2 
[28]. Histograms and boxplots were generated to check 
for outliers. Box-Tidwell tests and scatter plots were run 
for the continuous variables to test the linearity assump-
tion for the logistic regression model.

To address the first aim, a binomial logistic regression 
model was carried out using the glm function from the 
Stats package.Sociodemographic, physical, and mental 
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health characteristics were entered simultaneously to 
assess which factors were associated with participation in 
the COPING baseline survey.

For the secondary aim, a Zero-Inflated Negative Bino-
mial (ZINB) regression was conducted to examine which 
of the aforementioned factors were associated with 
the number of completed COPING follow-up surveys. 
This was done using the zeroinfl function from the pscl 
package, version 1.5.5 [29]. The ZINB regression model 
broadly adjusts for excess zeros appearing in a data set, 
such as a large proportion of participants in the COPING 
study not completing any follow-up surveys. It achieves 
this by calculating a count model, which conducts a nega-
tive binomial regression for the outcome, and a zero 
model, which involves a logistic regression to compare 
zero and non-zero responses.

Bonferroni adjustment was used to correct for multi-
ple testing of all the models in this study. This involves 
dividing the conventional p-value (0.05) by the number 
of tests being undertaken [30]. Scripts for these analyses 
are available for open access at https:// github. com/ Steve 
nJBri ght/ COPING_ parti cipat ion.

Results
Figure  2 summarises the main characteristics signifi-
cantly associated with participation in the COPING 
baseline (aim one) and follow-up surveys (aim two). 
The results from each of these aims are subsequently 
reported.

Results from the correlation analyses found no evi-
dence of multicollinearity. The boxplots indicated that 
some observations on the age, AUDIT, and total number 
of self-reported mental health disorder variables could 
be outliers. However, when inspecting the histograms, 
the observed values were plausible and were a natural 

continuation of the distribution of the variables’ val-
ues. As a result, the observations were not modified or 
excluded from the analyses.

Box-Tidwell tests and scatter plots demonstrated 
that four variables violated the logistic regression lin-
earity assumption. A sensitivity analysis was conducted 
whereby this logistic regression model was re-ran with 
these variables categorised as factors. The results of this 
sensitivity analysis showed that, after Bonferonni adjust-
ment, all variables that were originally significant in the 
aim 1 logistic regression model remained significant with 
the same effect size direction. Notably, when the AUDIT 
sum score was treated as a factor, its highest level of pos-
sible dependence was significant and this was thus likely 
driving the association when it was treated as a continu-
ous variable. Further information about these analyses 
and the full model results can be found in Additional files 
1 and 2, respectively.

Factors associated with participation in the COPING 
baseline survey
A logistic regression model was conducted to assess 
the sociodemographic, mental and physical health fac-
tors associated with participation in the COPING base-
line survey. Results from this model are summarised in 
Table 1.

The following characteristics were associated with a 
significantly increased odds of participation in the COP-
ING baseline survey: older age, female gender identity 
(ref: male), non-binary or prefer to self-define gender 
identity (ref: male), having one, two or more physical 
health disorders (ref: no physical health disorders), and 
saliva kit provision (ref: no saliva kit provision). By con-
trast, the following factors were associated with a reduced 
odds of participation: A-level or lower educational 

Fig. 2 Factors associated with participation across the COPING baseline and follow-up surveys after multiple testing corrections

https://github.com/StevenJBright/COPING_participation
https://github.com/StevenJBright/COPING_participation
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Table 1 Sociodemographic, mental health and physical health predictors of participation in the COPING baseline survey

Variable Did not complete 
COPING baseline
(N = 21,802)

Completed COPING 
baseline
(N = 12,483)

OR (CI)

Intercept 0.01 (0—0.26)

Age 36 (13.82) 42.2 (14.61) 1.03 (1.03—1.03)

Gender (ref: Male)

 Female 16,583 (76%) 10,008 (80%) 1.59 (1.49—1.71)

 Non-binary/Prefer not to say 457 (2.1%) 244 (2%) 1.68 (1.38—2.04)

Highest education (ref: College or university degree)

 A-levels/AS levels or equivalent 5,169 (24%) 2,490 (20%) 0.91 (0.85—0.97)

 O-levels/GCSEs or CSEs or equivalent 4,163 (19%) 1,967 (16%) 0.7 (0.65—0.76)

 NVQ, HND, HNC or equivalent 576 (2.6%) 284 (3.1%) 0.73 (0.61—0.86)

 None of the above 923 (4.2%) 385 (3.1%) 0.55 (0.47—0.63)

Ethnicity (ref: White)

 Mixed 570 (2.6%) 273 (2.2%) 1.03 (0.87—1.22)

 Asian or Asian British 353 (1.6%) 96 (0.8%) 0.58 (0.44—0.77)

 Black or Black British 132 (0.6%) 37 (0.3%) 0.46 (0.29—0.7)

 Arab 24 (0.1%) 7 (< 0.1%) 0.37 (0.08—1.16)

 Other 212 (1%) 115 (0.9%) 0.85 (0.65—1.1)

Employment status (ref: Employed or self-employed)

 Retired 845 (3.9%) 1,154 (9.3%) 0.97 (0.85—1.09)

 Looking after home and/or family 777 (3.6%) 416 (3.3%) 0.93 (0.81—1.07)

 Unable to work because of sickness or disability 2,636 (12%) 1,468 (12%) 0.96 (0.88—1.05)

 Unemployed 925 (4.3%) 415 (3.3%) 0.98 (0.85—1.13)

 Doing unpaid or voluntary work 331 (1.5%) 234 (1.9%) 0.91 (0.74—1.1)

 Full or part-time student 3,243 (15%) 1,176 (9.4%) 0.95 (0.86—1.04)

 None of the above 174 (0.8%) 108 (0.9%) 0.92 (0.68—1.23)

Relationship status (ref: Single)

 Relationship or married/civil partnership 13,336 (62%) 7,957 (64%) 1 (0.94—1.07)

 Divorced/widowed/separated 1,695 (7.9%) 1,351 (11%) 0.94 (0.85—1.04)

PHQ 12.4 (6.97) 11.2 (6.86) 1 (1—1.01)

GAD 10 (6.07) 8.8 (6.06) 0.99 (0.99—1)

AUDIT 7.4 (6.74) 6.3 (6.02) 0.99 (0.98—0.99)

Smoking status (ref: Never smoked)

 I smoke now 4,530 (21%) 1,502 (12%) 0.74 (0.68—0.8)

 I used to smoke 6,726 (31%) 4,206 (34%) 0.88 (0.83—0.93)

Physical health comorbidities (ref: No physical health disorders)

 1 physical health disorder 7,517 (35%) 4,480 (36%) 1.11 (1.05—1.18)

 2 + physical health disorders 3,956 (18%) 2,952 (24%) 1.19 (1.1—1.27)

Total mental health disorders 2.6 (1.11) 2.5 (1.08) 1.06 (0.98—1.14)

Anxiety and depression comorbidity (ref: Anxiety and depressive disorder)

 No anxiety or depressive disorder 147 (0.8%) 82 (0.8%) 0.83 (0.59—1.15)

 Depressive disorder only 1,892 (10%) 1,328 (12%) 1.07 (0.95—1.2)

 Anxiety disorder only 339 (1.8%) 223 (2.1%) 0.94 (0.77—1.15)

Eating disorders (ref: No eating disorder) 2,520 (12%) 1,370 (11%) 0.94 (0.84—1.05)

Obsessive–compulsive related disorders (ref: No OCRDs) 2,813 (13%) 1,397 (11%) 0.89 (0.8—1)

Psychotic and bipolar disorders (ref: No psychotic and bipolar disorder) 295 (1.4%) 163 (1.3%) 0.85 (0.65—1.12)

 Only psychotic disorder 453 (2.1%) 229 (1.8%) 0.89 (0.73—1.08)

 Only bipolar disorder 1,275 (5.9%) 692 (5.5%) 0.87 (0.76—0.99)

Autistic spectrum disorder (ref: No ASD) 732 (3.4%) 378 (3%) 1.15 (0.97—1.36)

Attention Deficit (/Hyperactivity) Disorder (ref: No ADHD or ADD) 551 (2.5%) 199 (1.6%) 0.76 (0.62—0.93)
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attainment (ref: college or university degree), Asian or 
Asian British ethnic identity (ref: White), Black or Black 
British ethnic identity (ref: White), experiencing higher 
anxiety symptoms and greater alcohol consumption at 
the GLAD sign-up survey, being a current or ex-smoker 
(ref: never smoked), and having a self-reported diagnosis 
of obsessive–compulsive or related disorders (OCRDs; 
ref: no OCRDs), bipolar disorder (ref: no bipolar disor-
der), or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; 
ref: no ADHD). After adjusting the p-value threshold for 
multiple testing, anxiety symptoms, OCRDs, bipolar dis-
order, and ADHD became non-significant.

Factors associated with participation in the COPING 
follow‑up surveys
A ZINB regression model was used to examine participa-
tion biases in the COPING follow-up surveys. As illus-
trated in Fig. 3 below, many participants either completed 
a small number or the vast majority of the COPING fol-
low-up surveys. Additionally, an appreciable number of 
participants did not complete any follow-up surveys after 
completing the COPING baseline survey.

The results of the ZINB model are summarised in 
Table  2, in two parts. The first is the negative binomial 
regression, which results in a rate ratio representing the 

Table 1 (continued)

Variable Did not complete 
COPING baseline
(N = 21,802)

Completed COPING 
baseline
(N = 12,483)

OR (CI)

Personality disorder (ref: No PD) 1,823 (8.4%) 932 (7.5%) 1.04 (0.92—1.18)

Start date 1 (1—1)

Saliva kit returned (ref: No saliva kit provided) 13,362 (61%) 10,771 (86%) 3.6 (3.38—3.85)

This table displays results from the logistic regression model examining the relationship between sociodemographic, mental health and physical health factors 
with participation in the COPING follow-up surveys. A variable with an OR > 1 indicates that participation in the COPING baseline survey become more likely as the 
characteristic increases, whereas an OR of < 1 indicates that participation becomes less likely as the characteristic increases. The bonferroni adjusted p-value threshold 
was 0.00119 (0.05 / 42), and an asterisk indicates significance at this threshold

Abbreviations: PHQ Patient Health Questionnaire-9, GAD Generalised Anxiety Disorder Assessment 7, AUDIT Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test, OCRD Obsessive–
Compulsive Related Disorder, ASD Autistic Spectrum Disorder, AD(H)D Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder, PD Personality Disorder

Fig. 3 Total COPING follow-up surveys completed by GLAD Study volunteers who completed the COPING baseline survey
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Table 2 Negative binomial and Zero-inflated negative binomial model of participation in the COPING study follow-up surveys

This table displays results from the zero-inflated negative binomial regression examining the relationship between sociodemographic, mental health and physical 
health factors with participation in the COPING follow-up surveys. The bonferroni adjusted p-value threshold was 0.00122 (0.05 / 41), and an asterisk indicates 
significance at this threshold

Abbreviations: PHQ Patient Health Questionnaire-9, GAD Generalised Anxiety Disorder Assessment 7, AUDIT Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test, OCRD Obsessive–
Compulsive Related Disorder, ASD Autistic Spectrum Disorder, AD(H)D Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder

Negative binomial regression Zero‑inflated model

Explanatory variable Rate ratio 95% CI Rate ratio 95% CI

Intercept 3.68* 3.26—4.17 0.63 0.34—1.15

Age 1.01* 1.01—1.02 0.96* 0.95—0.97

Female 1.07* 1.03—1.11 0.8 0.65—0.99

Non-binary/Prefer not to say 1.07 0.95—1.19 0.59 0.33—1.05

A-levels/AS levels or equivalent 0.97 0.93—1 1.1 0.91—1.32

O-levels/GCSEs or CSEs or equivalent 0.9* 0.86—0.94 1.41* 1.14—1.73

NVQ, HND, HNC or equivalent 0.88 0.8—0.97 1.27 0.79—2.06

None of the above 0.88* 0.81—0.95 0.9 0.54—1.5

Mixed ethnicity 0.96 0.87—1.07 1.43 0.97—2.12

Asian or Asian British 1.05 0.87—1.27 1.96 1.06—3.65

Black or Black British 0.82 0.62—1.09 0.6 0.1—3.41

Arab 0.77 0.35—1.69 0 0—
5.4249486520193E + 271

Other 0.96 0.83—1.12 0.57 0.2—1.63

Retired 1.04 0.98—1.09 1.09 0.73—1.64

Looking after home and/or family 0.98 0.91—1.06 0.58 0.35—0.97

Unable to work because of sickness or disability 1.04 0.99—1.1 1.07 0.84—1.36

Unemployed 1.06 0.98—1.15 0.89 0.6—1.32

Doing unpaid or voluntary work 1.05 0.94—1.16 0.69 0.34—1.37

Full or part-time student 0.95 0.89—1.01 0.97 0.75—1.24

None of the above 1.01 0.86—1.18 0.84 0.32—2.24

Relationship or married/civil partnership 0.97 0.94—1.01 0.97 0.82—1.15

Divorced/widowed/separated 0.97 0.92—1.02 1.04 0.76—1.41

PHQ 1 1—1 1 0.98—1.02

GAD 0.99 0.99—1 1.02 1—1.03

AUDIT 1* 0.99—1 1 0.99—1.01

I smoke now 0.93 0.89—0.98 1.38 1.11—1.7

I used to smoke 0.93* 0.9—0.96 1.18 0.99—1.4

1 physical health disorder 1.02 0.98—1.05 0.99 0.84—1.16

2 + physical health disorders 0.98 0.95—1.02 0.86 0.7—1.06

Mental health comorbidities 0.99 0.95—1.03 1.06 0.86—1.29

No depressive or anxiety disorder 1.07 0.9—1.29 1.73 0.7—4.28

Depressive disorder only 1.01 0.95—1.08 1.12 0.81—1.54

Anxiety disorder only 1.01 0.91—1.13 1.64 0.97—2.77

Eating disorders 1.01 0.95—1.08 0.84 0.61—1.15

OCRDs 0.97 0.91—1.03 0.93 0.68—1.27

Psychotic and bipolar disorder 0.98 0.84—1.14 0.6 0.25—1.47

Only psychotic disorder 1.04 0.93—1.16 0.7 0.37—1.31

Only bipolar disorder 1.01 0.93—1.09 1.16 0.81—1.66

ASD 1.1 1—1.21 0.75 0.46—1.2

ADHD or ADD 0.77* 0.67—0.87 0.6 0.28—1.27

Personality disorder 1.05 0.98—1.13 1.11 0.79—1.56

Saliva kit 1.22* 1.17—1.28 0.71* 0.59—0.86
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likelihood of participating in a greater number of COP-
ING follow-up surveys. Older age, female gender (ref: 
male), and saliva kit provision (ref: no saliva kit provision) 
were associated with an increased likelihood of complet-
ing more COPING follow-up surveys. By contrast, the 
following variables were associated with a decreased 
likelihood of completing more follow-up surveys: GCSE 
highest educational attainment or having none of the 
specified educational qualifications (ref: college or uni-
versity degree), increased alcohol consumption at the 
GLAD sign-up survey, being an ex-smoker (ref: never 
smoked), and self-reporting a diagnosis of ADHD (ref: no 
ADHD). These characteristics were all significant at the 
adjusted p-value threshold.

The zero-inflated part of the model assesses associa-
tions with the likelihood of not completing a COPING 
follow-up survey. Hence, rate ratio values > 1 represent 
an increased likelihood of not participating in COPING 
follow-up, and values < 1 represent an increased likeli-
hood of participation. For example, the rate ratio for age 
is 0.96, indicating that younger participants are more 
likely to not have completed any COPING follow-ups, 
whereas as age increases so does the likelihood of hav-
ing taken part in the follow-ups. Older age and saliva kit 
provision were associated with a decreased likelihood of 
not having completed a follow-up survey (i.e., more likely 
to have taken part in the follow-ups). In contrast, GCSE 
highest educational attainment was associated with an 
increased likelihood of not having completed a follow-up 
survey (i.e., less likely to have taken part in the follow-
ups). These variables were all significant at the adjusted 
p-value threshold.

Exploratory analyses
Results from the models demonstrated a large effect of 
saliva kit provision. When interpreting these findings, it 
was noted that this variable is itself a measure of partici-
pation in the GLAD Study. Therefore, both the logistic 
and ZINB regression models were re-run with only vol-
unteers who had returned a saliva kit to examine whether 
these characteristics associated with participation in the 
COPING baseline and follow-up surveys differed from 
the full sample. Results from these exploratory analyses, 
including the primary aim models, are available in the 
Additional file 2.

In the exploratory logistic regression model, the major-
ity of the factors associated with completing the COP-
ING baseline survey amongst the kit returners were the 
same as the full sample. The only difference was that hav-
ing a Black or Black British ethnic identity was not sig-
nificantly associated with completing the baseline survey, 
in contrast to the full sample. Similarly for the explora-
tory ZINB model, most of the same characteristics were 

associated with participation in the COPING follow-up 
surveys. However, in the count part of the exploratory 
model, having none of the available educational qualifi-
cations was no longer significantly associated with com-
pleting follow-up surveys compared to the full sample. 
In contrast, in the zero part of the exploratory model, ex-
smoking was no longer significantly associated with par-
ticipation in the follow-up surveys.

A further exploratory analysis was then conducted to 
examine factors associated with saliva kit provision in the 
GLAD Study. This was achieved by simultaneously enter-
ing the original sociodemographic, physical and mental 
health characteristics into a multiple logistic regression 
model, with saliva kit provision as the binary outcome. 
At the adjusted p-value threshold, the following variables 
were associated with an increased odds of providing a 
saliva kit: older age, being retired, being unable to work 
due to sickness or disability, being unemployed, doing 
unpaid or voluntary work, and being a full-time or part-
time student (ref for all non-age variables: employed or 
self-employed). In contrast, the following variables were 
associated with a decreased odds of providing a saliva 
kit: female gender identity, A-levels or lower educational 
attainment, being married or in a civil partnership, being 
widowed, divorced or separated (partnership variables’ 
ref: single), increased anxiety and depressive symptoms 
at the GLAD Study sign-up, current smoking, ex-smok-
ing, and having more than one physical health disorder.

Discussion
The current study examined whether participation in the 
COPING study was associated with sociodemographic, 
mental health and physical health characteristics of the 
volunteers re-contacted from the GLAD Study. Assessing 
for potential participation biases in the COPING study 
invites future researchers recruiting from the GLAD 
Study, or other large-scale mental health cohorts, to con-
sider the influence of participation bias on research and 
findings. The present study also benefits the wider scien-
tific community by scrutinising prior findings and assess-
ing previously unexplored characteristics that may be 
related to participation.

Many of the same characteristics were independently 
associated with participation in the COPING baseline 
and follow-up surveys after controlling for all factors 
under investigation. For instance, older age, identifying 
as female, and providing a saliva kit for the GLAD Study 
were broadly associated with increased participation 
across the COPING study. Aside from the provision of 
genetic data, which was unique to this study, these find-
ings are consistent with previous studies investigating 
participation in longitudinal research [3, 6, 7, 14, 15]. 
In contrast, having a highest educational attainment of 
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GCSEs or none of the specified educational qualifications, 
previous smoking, and higher alcohol consumption at the 
time of the GLAD Study sign-up were negatively associ-
ated with participation across the COPING study. These 
patterns of associations are also comparable to previous 
research, which shows that lower educational attainment 
[3], smoking [6, 16] and higher alcohol consumption were 
related to reduced participation [6, 10, 16].

There were, however, some differences between the fac-
tors associated with participation in the COPING base-
line and follow-up surveys. Notably, a broader range of 
factors was associated with participation bias in the base-
line survey. For example, having one or more physical 
health disorders was associated with increased participa-
tion in the baseline, but not follow-up surveys. This con-
tradicts previous research that suggests individuals with 
poorer physical health have lower levels of participation 
[6, 8, 10, 16, 21, 22]. In contrast, having a Black or Asian 
ethnic identity or a non-binary or self-defined gender 
identity were associated with reduced participation in the 
COPING baseline survey only. Since these ethnic groups 
are minorities in the UK, this seems to contradict previ-
ous findings suggesting that people from ethnic minor-
ity groups broadly show lower levels of participation in 
research [3, 5, 8]. Instead, it appears that there is an ini-
tial barrier to participate, but for those who are willing to 
complete the baseline survey, there is no association with 
their long-term engagement. On the other hand, to our 
knowledge, a non-binary or self-defined gender identity 
has not previously been investigated in relation to par-
ticipation bias. Finally, it is interesting that ADHD was 
only associated with reduced participation in the COP-
ING follow-up surveys. Past research has shown that 
higher polygenic risk for ADHD is negatively associated 
with participation in longitudinal research [14, 15], and 
one may have expected this to be broadly associated with 
less participation in mental health research.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the findings 
of this study. Firstly, in line with previous literature, the 
GLAD Study volunteers’ participation after re-contact 
seems to follow a systematic, rather than random, pro-
cess. Secondly, the results suggest that sociodemographic, 
physical health, and saliva kit provision are the factors 
most strongly associated with participation bias when 
re-contacting GLAD Study volunteers. In contrast, other 
potential characteristics that have demonstrated relation-
ships with participation in past research, including men-
tal health factors [3, 7, 11, 12, 14, 15, 19, 20], employment 
status [4, 5, 9], and partnership status [10, 11] were weakly 
or not significantly related to participation following re-
contact. It is possible that these characteristics may be 
unrelated to participation after controlling for other fac-
tors. However, these findings need to be interpreted with 

caution, since GLAD is a mental health cohort composed 
of volunteers with a generally severe presentation of anxi-
ety and/or depression [1]. For example, the UK Household 
Longitudinal Study (UKHLS) found that subjective health 
and employment status were associated with attrition in 
their general population sample [5]; however, our study 
found the opposite direction of effect for physical health 
disorders and no significant association for employment 
status. Some of the observed participation biases in this 
study may therefore only be generalisable to other large-
scale mental health cohorts, or studies recruiting from 
GLAD.. It is likely that predictors of participation vary 
depending on the study aims, design, and sample popu-
lation. We would therefore recommend that all studies 
consider what potential biases may impact participation 
and consider ways of addressing these in the study design. 
Researchers utilising recontact or longitudinal study 
design should additionally assess and report predictors of 
attrition.

Saliva kit provision was the strongest predictor of par-
ticipation in COPING baseline and follow-up surveys. 
This may be a pertinent finding for researchers inter-
ested in re-contacting mental health cohorts whose par-
ticipants have provided genetic data, such as the GLAD 
Study. This finding may be because providing a saliva kit 
is an element of participation in the GLAD Study, with 
participants returning a kit thereby showing a higher 
level of commitment to participate or to research more 
broadly. Furthermore, in the exploratory analyses, several 
characteristics were associated with saliva kit provision 
itself. For example, older age and being a student were 
associated with an increased odds of saliva kit provision, 
whereas educational attainment of A-levels or lower and 
current or previous smoking were related to a decreased 
odds of provision. Previous studies have similarly found 
participation biases surrounding genetic data provision, 
such as provision increasing amongst persons com-
ing from a higher socioeconomic status and those with 
a greater familial risk of schizophrenia [22]. In contrast, 
several psychiatric diagnoses have predominantly shown 
negative associations with the provision of genetic data 
[31], and the representation of minoritised ethnic groups 
has also historically been an issue for genetic research 
studies (e.g., [32]). Overall, researchers should conse-
quently be mindful of participation bias when collect-
ing genetic data or re-contacting volunteers in contexts 
where genetic data provision is relevant.

It is noteworthy that there were some differences in the 
factors associated with saliva kit provision compared to 
participation in COPING. For example, employment and 
partnership statuses were only associated with saliva kit 
provision. Furthermore, while having physical health dis-
orders and female gender identity were associated with 
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increased participation in COPING, both characteristics 
were associated with reduced odds of saliva kit provision. 
Collectively, this suggests that the characteristics associ-
ated with participation, and the direction of their rela-
tionship, may vary according to the form of participation.

This study supports previous recommendations to 
actively consider participation bias in research, such as 
by oversampling groups of volunteers that are associated 
with lower levels of participation [19], and conducting 
sensitivity analyses [31]. Such considerations could help 
to mitigate the negative consequences surrounding par-
ticipation bias, such as the sample representativeness [3] 
and erroneous relationships between variables [33, 34].

Several limitations should be considered when inter-
preting these findings. Firstly, participation in the COP-
ING study was defined as reaching the end of the survey, 
regardless of the amount of missing data. This overlooks 
the potential nuances of characteristics associated with 
different levels of missingness [4], such as full respond-
ers with no missing data compared to partial responders, 
which could be examined in future research. Secondly, 
the COPING study was conducted entirely online and 
only involved completing surveys. Therefore, this study’s 
results may not represent participation biases impact-
ing other types of research, such as in-person studies or 
clinical trials [19]. Thirdly, this study investigated par-
ticipation biases in a mental health-orientated, COVID-
19 study during a global pandemic, which involved 
nationwide experiences, such as rising unemployment 
and national lockdowns [35]. Consequently, some of the 
observed associations in this study may not generalise to 
participation biases in longitudinal health research out-
side the pandemic. Fourthly, the GLAD Study predomi-
nantly utilises online recruitment methods [1]. Therefore, 
the participation biases observed in this study may only 
relate to a specific group of volunteers, such as people 
who are enthusiastic about research and who can access 
the internet [36]. Finally, certain populations were under-
represented, such as people from ethnic minority back-
grounds. As a result, these findings may not generalise to 
studies recruiting from the general population.

There are several future directions for investigations 
of participation biases in research. Firstly, researchers 
with data throughout the COVID-19 pandemic could 
examine whether fluctuations in sociodemographic or 
health characteristics, such as mental health symptoms 
and employment status, are related to changes in study 
participation throughout the pandemic. This was beyond 
the scope of the current study, which solely utilised pre-
pandemic data from the GLAD Study sign-up survey. 
Secondly, future studies could replicate and/or extend 
our exploratory investigation into factors associated 

with the provision of genetic data. This would be useful 
because our exploratory analyses did show some dis-
crepancies with the factors associated with genetic data 
provision compared to past research (e.g. [31]). Finally, 
although researchers could attempt to correct for bias 
through techniques, such as oversampling underrepre-
sented groups [19] or survey weights [5, 37], we are cau-
tious about recommending this approach as it does not 
address inherent biases that may impact participation 
(i.e., people from underrepresented groups who took 
part in the study may vary in other ways from the general 
population, e.g., higher prosocial behaviour). We there-
fore recommend instead that future researchers more 
closely examine the barriers and mechanisms underly-
ing the associations between certain characteristics and 
participation, enabling researchers to combat these issues 
and address recruitment biases in future research.

Conclusions
Overall, this study broadly supports previous research 
on participation bias by showing that the GLAD volun-
teers’ participation in the COPING study followed a sys-
tematic, non-random process. In particular, participation 
was associated with older age, identifying as female, hav-
ing a non-binary or prefer to self-define gender identity, 
and providing a saliva kit. By contrast, GCSE or lower 
educational attainment, identifying as Asian or Black, 
current or previous smoking, having physical health dis-
orders, and self-reported ADHD were associated with 
decreased participation. This study has implications for 
future research recruiting from large-scale mental health 
cohorts, suggesting that participation bias could under-
mine the representativeness of the sample and impact 
results. Further research is needed to help to clarify 
which characteristics are independently associated with 
participation bias, the mechanisms for these associations, 
and how they can be addressed.
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